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Stim
mulus Spend
S
ding Keeps
K
F
Failing
If aussterity iss so terrible, how
w come Germaany and Sweden
n
have done
d
so well?
By ROB
BERT J. BARRO
B
The weak
k economic recovery in the U.S. and
d the even w
weaker perforrmance in m
much of Europpe
have reneewed calls fo
or ending bu
udget austeriity and returnning to largeer fiscal deficits. Curioussly,
this plea for more fiscal expansio
on fails to offfer any prooof that Organnization for E
Economic
Cooperattion and Dev
velopment (O
OECD) coun
ntries that chhose more buudget stimullus have
performeed better than
n those that opted
o
for mo
ore austerityy. Similarly, in the Amerrican contextt, no
evidence is offered th
hat past U.S.. budget defi
ficits (averagging 9% of G
GDP betweenn 2009 and 22011)
helped to
o promote the economic recovery.
Two inteeresting Euro
opean cases are
a Germany
y and Swedeen, each of w
which movedd toward rouugh
budget baalance betweeen 2009 and 2011 while sustaining comparatively strong grrowth—the
average growth
g
rate per
p year of real
r GDP forr 2010 and 22011 was 3.66% for Germ
many and 4.9%
for Swed
den. If austerrity is so terrrible, how co
ome these tw
wo countries have done sso well?
The OEC
CD countriess most clearlly in or near renewed reccession—Grreece, Portuggal, Italy, Sppain
and perhaaps Ireland and
a the Neth
herlands—arre among thoose with relaatively large fiscal deficiits.
The median of fiscal deficits for these six cou
untries for 22010 and 20111 was 7.9%
% of GDP. Off
course, part
p of this paattern reflectts a positive effect of weeak economiic growth onn deficits, ratther
than the reverse.
r
But there is noth
hing in the overall
o
OECD
D data sincee 2009 that supports the
Keynesiaan view that fiscal expan
nsion has pro
omoted econnomic growthh.
For the U.S.,
U
my view
w is that the large fiscal deficits had a moderatelly positive effect on GDP
growth in
n 2009, but this
t effect faaded quickly and most likkely becamee negative foor 2011 and
2012. Yeet many Key
ynesian econo
omists look at the weak U.S. recoveery and conclude that thee
problem was that thee governmen
nt lacked suffficient comm
mitment to fiiscal expansiion; it should
have been even largeer and pursueed over an ex
xtended periiod.
This view
wpoint is dan
ngerously un
nstable. Everry time heighhtened fiscaal deficits faiil to producee
desirablee outcomes, the
t policy ad
dvice is to ch
hoose still laarger deficitss. If, as I believe to be truue,
fiscal defficits have on
nly a short-rrun expansio
onary impactt on growth aand then beccome negativve,
the resultts from follo
owing this po
olicy advice are persistenntly low ecoonomic grow
wth and an
exploding ratio of pu
ublic debt to GDP.

The last conclusion is not just academic, because it fits with the behavior of Japan over the past
two decades. Once a comparatively low public-debt nation, Japan apparently bought the
Keynesian message many years ago. The consequence for today is a ratio of government debt to
GDP around 210%—the largest in the world.
This vast fiscal expansion didn't avoid two decades of sluggish GDP growth, which averaged
less than 1% per year from 1991 to 2011. No doubt, a committed Keynesian would say that
Japanese growth would have been even lower without the extraordinary fiscal stimulus—but a
little evidence would be nice.
Despite the lack of evidence, it is remarkable how much allegiance the Keynesian approach
receives from policy makers and economists. I think it's because the Keynesian model addresses
important macroeconomic policy issues and is pedagogically beautiful, no doubt reflecting the
genius of Keynes. The basic model—government steps in to spend when others won't—can be
presented readily to one's mother, who is then likely to buy the conclusions.
Keynes worshipers' faith in this model has actually been strengthened by the Great Recession
and the associated financial crisis. Yet the empirical support for all this is astonishingly thin. The
Keynesian model asks one to turn economic common sense on its head in many ways. For
instance, more saving is bad because of the resultant drop in consumer demand, and higher
productivity is bad because the increased supply of goods tends to lower the price level, thereby
raising the real value of debt. Meanwhile, transfer payments that subsidize unemployment are
supposed to lower unemployment, and more government spending is good even if it goes to
wasteful projects.
Looking forward, there is a lot to say on economic grounds for strengthening fiscal austerity in
OECD countries. From a political perspective, however, the movement toward austerity may be
difficult to sustain in some countries, notably in France and Greece where leftists and other antiausterity groups just won elections.
Consequently, there is likely to be increasing diversity across countries in fiscal policies, and this
divergence will likely make it increasingly hard to sustain the euro as a common currency. On
the plus side, the differing policies will provide better data to analyze the economic
consequences of austerity.
Mr. Barro is an economics professor at Harvard University and a senior fellow of Stanford
University's Hoover Institution.

